
MSC LIQUID CARGO SOLUTIONS  
FLEXIBAGS, FIT & SUPPLY



Founded by Captain Gianluigi Aponte, MSC Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC) has been 
headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland, since 1978. World leader in shipping and logistics, MSC 
operates in 155 countries across five continents, where we provide timely delivery of goods and 
services to local communities, customers and business partners. Our international headquarters 
supervise a worldwide network of offices with each having responsibility for commercial and 
operational activities in their respective countries.

Over the years, MSC has invested in several initiatives, such as operational strategic alliances, 
and has further diversified its business-related activities. We have seen exponential growth in 
terms of both volume and fleet capacity, and now serve millions of customers globally, with a 
365-days-a-year operation. Today, our focus remains true to our roots, building and retaining 
long-term trusted partnerships with customers of all size and scale.

LEADER IN SHIPPING & LOGISTICS
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Transporting liquids around the world requires high-quality 
equipment and special expertise. With MSC Liquid Cargo 
Solutions, we can provide a single point of contact for your 
liquids supply chain. Our complete package of in-house 
solutions covers all your needs, including flexibag supply and 
fitting.

FLEXIBAGS
Flexibags are a safe, cost-effective and eco-friendly alternative 
to other liquid transportation methods. These recyclable and 
durable bags allow you to fill 20’ dry containers with up to 24,000 
litres of liquid cargo.

What type of cargo can flexibags carry?
Flexibags can hold a wide range of liquid cargo, including:
• Soft drinks such as fruit juice/concentrate or mineral water
• Alcoholic beverages such as wine and flat beer
• Various types of oils and fats
• Non hazardous chemicals such as glycerine, polymers 

and others
Flexibags cannot be used to carry:
• Hazardous chemicals

SOLID EXPERTISE IN LIQUID CARGO SOLUTIONS
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By choosing MSC’s liquid cargo solutions, you can reduce the number of parties involved in your 
supply chain. The result: more efficiency, lower costs and reduced road miles.

The top-quality flexibags  
are carefully secured  
inside containers by  
our in-house team at  

dedicated fitting stations.

Our experts offer loading  
& unloading assistance  

at your loading plant.

Keep your cargo moving  
with our seamless  

intermodal connections  
 global shipping  

solutions.

FIT GO!
LOAD

COMPLETE END-TO-END SOLUTION FOR YOUR LIQUIDS SUPPLY CHAIN
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We’ve got you covered with our complete range of flexibag 
logistics solutions available on request.

 CROSS PUMPING

�From�ISO�tanks,�flexibags,�storage�tanks�or�tank�trucks�into�
flexibags,�and�vice�versa.

ASSISTANCE

 Loading and unloading.

 MOBILE DRIP TRAYS

 Mobile compressors, mobile pumps and spill kits are 
available.

HEATING PADS

Heat or reheat your liquids to get them flowing.

 OUTFIT & DISPOSAL OF FLEXIBAGS

 So you can return your containers easily.

COMPLEMENTARY SERVICES
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WE ALSO OFFER

INNER LINERS�are�a�cost-effective�and�flexible�
alternative to bulk carriers. They help to prevent cargo 
contamination and simplify the supply chain for dry bulk 
goods such as sugar, grains, cacao or plastic granulates.

THERMAL LINERS help to keep sensitive cargo dry, 
odourless and safe from temperature disruptions 
during transit.

Our experts carefully fit and secure flexibags at our dedicated 
fitting stations, using our own modern equipment.

DURABLE
Provided�by�an�accredited�manufacturer,�our�recyclable�flexibags�
are�made�of�food-grade�virgin�polyethylene�film�with�a�premium�
woven�silk�&�PP�outer�layer�for�extra�flexibility�and�strength.

INNOVATIVE
We�offer�a�reusable�and�patented�bulkhead�system�that�
safeguards your cargo while protecting the container doors.

VERSATILE
 The flexibags are suitable for a wide range of cargo types 
and volumes.

FOCUS ON QUALITY AND IN-HOUSE EXPERTISE
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*Availability of the service depends on the country.

Our port and depot network includes key hubs for flexibag 
installation in Europe, as well as major liquid cargo production 
regions, from South America to the Middle East. We also have 
offices in all of the main exporting and receiving countries.

Keep your liquid cargo moving with seamless connections to 
any worldwide destination, through our global network of sea 
and inland solutions.

TRUCKRAIL* BARGE OR FEEDER*

END-TO-END DELIVERIES
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MOVING THE WORLD, TOGETHER.
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msc.com/liquid-cargo

http://msc.com/liquid-cargo

